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The International Whisky Guide 2016 introduces you to a fascinating new approach for reviewing

whiskies. In it you will find a complete review of all the whiskies blind tasted by the tasting panel

during the 2015 International Whisky Competition. This tasting panel is comprised of ten

professional tasters from the wine and spirits industry as well as whisky experts. Whiskies should

not be judged based on personal preferences but on their structure and style. It is unjustifiable that

some whiskies get poor ratings in certain reviews and are not revisited as their aroma and flavour

profiles change from one production batch to another. It is the International Whisky Competition's

belief that every whisky should be granted a proper tasting session as well as be reviewed using a

structured and proven methodology. In doing so, we have taken the "personal preference" element

out of our whisky reviews and simplified the tasting descriptors so that the consumer can better

relate to them. So sit back and let this book be your guide for discovering the ever changing world of

whiskies.
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Several reasons any whisky lovers should get this book.1st: Simple and straight to the point. The

whiskies are described using simple vocabulary which make it very easy to follow.2nd: Images. I

love the fact that each whisky listed has a color photo of the actual bottle. This is going to be very

helpful when I will be looking for it on the shelf at a store.3rd: Distillery information. Gives you

contact info as well as a short â€œbioâ€• of the distillery and other whiskies produced.4th: The

Glossary. A complete glossary of whisky terms was added at the end of the book. Very

convenient.5th: The format. Small enough to take with you on your travels or to the store.I hope they

make an app of this book. That would be awesome.

Fresh reviews. Clear information. Non-biased scores. Great resource to discover new and rare

whiskys from around the world. I like that all tastings are done blind by an expert panel, not just one

person with tastes not similar to yours. This guide can even be used to plan a tasting trip of

distilleries with contact info and tasting room hours. Will buy future editions for sure.

I got this book a few days ago, and had some time to read through it. It is pricey for a paperback,

which is why I would give it a 4.5. Yet, the size is perfect for me to take to the store, and use as a

guide. The guide is simple to use and I was impressed by the simplicity of the whiskey reviews, as

well as the fact that all the reviews are current. Best part is that each review has a picture of the

exact bottle, so it makes it easier for me to look for it or show the salesman what I am looking for. I

understand the reasoning behind the tasting methodology used. It makes sense to classify the

aromas/flavors from most prominent to least...This makes a perfect gift, so I am definitely

purchasing more for friends and family as birthdays and Christmas gifts.

There's nothing new en there's no system in it. Rubbish! Buy a good whisky book likeIconic Whisky:
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